FEDERATION OF NATIONAL POSTAL ORGANISATIONS
T-24, Atul Grove Road, New Delhi - 110 001. Phone : 011-23321378
E-mail : theagarajannachi@hotmail.com
Ref: 9/76/NAPE-C/2017

30/11/2017

To,
Shri A. N. Nanda,
Chairman,
Postal Services Board,
Dak Bhavan
New Delhi 110 001.
Sir,
Sub:- CSI roll out in AP Circle – Reg.
-oOoKindly recall our discussions about CSI roll out issues in all the circles. During the discussion,
it was mentioned that action will be taken by the Member (Tech) to settle the issues within ten
days.
My federation has received a Memorandum from AP Circle that circle administration has
ordered CSI roll out before the introduction of RICT. Further, it is reported by AP circle that CSI
rollout have been completed in divisions like Guntur, Gudur and Hindupur. In these divisions
RICT have not been implemented and supplied so far. Therefore the staffs are facing many
difficulties. Even stamps are not supplied to all BO’s in the CSI rolled out divisions. The SPMs
who are working in the SOs and having BOs under their SOs have to login into BO user ID for
every purpose like Supply of Stamps to BOs, Cash remittance, receive cash, to invoice/receive
accountable articles, rebooking of transactions. Etc. The Depatment is aware that SPMs in singlehanded offices are already overburdened, if CSI is implemented, he has to perform the work of
BOs also in addition to his normal duties, which will create unrest among the staff.
It is a well-known fact that ordering CSI roll out without RICT will create a lot of issues and
will also lead to unconducive atmosphere in the Post offices.
Hence it is requested to issue necessary instructions to AP circle administration to STOP
roll out of CSI in the divisions where RICT is not completed and also requested to supply RICT
devices to the divisions which have already rolled out to CSI.
A copy of the Memorandum is enclosed for perusal.
Thanking you.
D. A- A copy of the Memorandum received from
A.P Circle.

Yours Sincerely,

Copy to:
1) Shri Tilak De.
Member (Technology),
Postal Services Board,
Dak Bhavan, New Delhi 110 001
2) The Chief Postmaster General,
Andhra Pradesh Circle,
Vijayawada-520 013.

D.Theagarajan
Secretary General.

